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When Determiners Abound:
Implications for the Encoding of Definiteness*
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1 Introduction

The topic of this paper is the encoding of definiteness in Modern Greek. Mod-
ern Greek has a definite article, which at first sight seems to be performing the
regular function of a definite determiner, in terms of contributing semantic
definiteness. Definite noun phrases in Modern Greek obligatorily require the
definite article, as indicated in (1a).1 In fact, the determiner is required even on
proper names in argument position. This is shown in (1b):2

(1) a. *(O) kathijitis eftase protos.
the teacher arrived first

‘The teacher arrived first.’

b. *(O) Janis ine kathijitis.
the John is teacher

‘John is a teacher.’

The picture of definiteness in Modern Greek is, however, more complicated
than what the above facts would suggest. This becomes obvious when we

* We thank the audience of the Workshop on languages with and without determiners, the
anonymous reviewers and the editor for comments, questions and discussions that helped
us clarify the ideas presented here. All remaining errors are ours.

1 Bare noun phrases are possible in Greek, both singulars and plurals. For detailed recent
discussion, see Alexopoulou & Folli (2011). These authors argue that these NPs are arguments
and that they do not involve a null D. The interpretation of these nominals is not definite, and
according to Alexopoulou & Folli (op. cit.), it is also not identical to indefinite NPs preceded
by the numeral enas-mia-ena (‘one’). We return briefly to bare NPs in section 4.

2 Modern Greek distinguishes grammatically between 3 genders (masculine, feminine and
neuter). The distinction is also reflected in the shape of the determiners. This fact is irrelevant
for our purposes and will be ignored in the discussion and the glossing of the examples.
Another property not reflected in our glossing is the case sharing inside the DP in Modern
Greek. For discussion of the role of case in connection to polydefinites, see Lekakou &
Szendrői (2012).
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consider, in addition to more or less straightforward cases such as (1), the
phenomenon of determiner spreading or polydefinitenesss. Polydefinites are
cases where a noun is modified by an adjective, and noun and adjective are
each accompanied by a definite determiner, as illustrated in (2a) and (2b).
Polydefinites exist inModern Greek alongsidemonadic definites, i.e. instances
of ‘regular’ adjectival modification inside a definite nominal, illustrated in
(2c).3,4

(2) a. i asimenia i pena
the-fem.nom silver the-fem.nom pen

b. i pena i asimenia
the-fem.nom pen the-fem.nom silver

c. i asimenia pena
the-fem.nom silver pen

‘the silver pen’

As we will see in detail in section 3, polydefinites are not semantically polydef-
inite. For example, the polydefinite in (2a) and (2b) refers to a single unique
entity, and in particular one at the intersection of the set of silver entities and
the set of pens. This means that in (2a)/(2b), it cannot be the case that both
determiners make a semantic contribution. In other words, polydefinites are
only polydefinite in the morphosyntax, not in the semantics. Despite existing
differences between monadic definites and polydefinites, reviewed briefly in
section 2, in terms of definiteness the constructions are equivalent: they both
contain only one source of definiteness. Moreover, note that, morphologically,
there is no distinction between themultiple determiners in (2): bothwithin the
polydefinite construction and across polydefinites and monadic definites the
shape of determiners is identical. This applies in all cases, i.e. across all case-
number-gender combinations. In other words, from the point of view of mor-
phology, we are dealing with one and the same element in all these instances.

Given these facts, the following questions are raised for Modern Greek: (a)
how is definiteness achieved in polydefinites, and (b) what is the nature of
definiteness more in general, in light of the polydefinite construction? What

3 The terms ‘polydefinite’ and ‘monadic definite’ are due to Kolliakou (2004).
4 Abbreviations used: acc= accusative, dial= dialectal, def= definite, fem= feminine, gen= gen-

itive, masc= masculine, neg= negative element, neut= neuter, nom= nominative, nonact=
non-active, pl= plural, sg= singular.
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enables the definite article in Modern Greek to occur in polydefinites as well
as monadic definites? These are the questions we focus on in this work. To the
best of our knowledge, the question of definiteness across polydefinites and
monadic definites has not been explicitly addressed in the existing literature.

The paper is structured in the following way. In section 2, we briefly present
the properties of the polydefinite construction and the analysis we assume for
it. In section 3 we turn to the implications of this analysis for the encoding
of definiteness in the language. We will argue that the semantic effects usu-
ally associated with definite determiners (e.g. existence and uniqueness asser-
tion/presupposition) are not achieved in Modern Greek through the overtly
realized definite article(s). The overtly realized determiners aremerely reflexes
of a phonologically null operator that scopes over the Modern Greek DP and
contributes an iota operator (cf. Zeijlstra 2004 on the encoding of negation in
negative concord languages). In other words, theModern Greek definite deter-
miner nevermakes a semantic contribution in terms of definiteness. In section
4 we address two potential problems for our proposed view of definiteness in
Modern Greek. In section 5 we conclude.

2 Polydefinites

2.1 The Core Properties
It has been well-established that polydefinites display a number of properties
not shared by their monadic counterparts (see in particular Kolliakou 2004;
Campos & Stavrou 2004; Alexiadou 2006). We discuss here themost important
properties of polydefinites, and briefly review the accountwe rely on to capture
these properties. For detailed exposition, see Lekakou & Szendrői 2012.

First and foremost, the obvious fact about polydefinites is the multiple
occurrence of the definite determiner. Deriving this property is a far from trivial
task, as extensively demonstrated in Lekakou & Szendrői (2012). (The question
of the interpretation of the multiple determiners will preoccupy us in the
following section.) Secondly, there is an ordering freedom in the polydefinite
construction, as seen in (2) above, which is not available in the monadic
definite. As (3) shows,monadic definites only allow the adjective inprenominal
position.5

5 The ordering freedom persists when more than one adjective is present, as discussed in
Androutsopoulou (1995), Alexiadou&Wilder (1998). All possible (six)wordorders are accept-
able in those cases.
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(3) a. i asimenia pena
the silver pen

‘the silver pen’

b. *i pena asimenia
the pen silver

Thirdly, contrary to adjectives in monadic definites, adjectives in the poly-
definite construction are obligatorily interpreted restrictively. The example
in (4) from Kolliakou (2004) illustrates this: because as a matter of fact all
cobras are poisonous, the adjective dilitiriodis ‘poisonous’ cannot be inter-
preted restrictively when applied to the noun kobres ‘cobras’, and therefore
determiner spreading is illicit. This restriction also entails that non-subsective
adjectives like ‘former’

non-matching parenthesis
(see (4b) and non-intersective interpretations of oth-

erwise ambiguous adjectives like ‘beautiful’ (see (4c)) are unavailable in the
polydefinite construction (see also Campos & Stavrou 2004).

(4) a. Idame tis dilitiriodis (#tis) kobres.
saw.1pl the.acc poisonous the.acc cobras

‘We saw the poisonous cobras.’

b. O proin (*o) proithipurgos pethane.
the.nom former the.nom prime minister died.3sg

‘The former prime minister died.’

c. Ides tin orea ti xoreftria?
saw-3sg the.acc beautiful the.acc dancer

‘Did you see the beautiful dancer?’ (intersective reading only)

Finally, only the definite determiner may spread. There is no counterpart of
the polydefinite construction with indefinites (cf. Alexiadou & Wilder 1998,
Stavrou 2009, Velegrakis 2011):

(5) a. *mia pena mia asimenia
a pen a silver

b. *mia asimenia mia pena
a silver a pen
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2.2 An Account in Terms of DP-Intersection
In a series of papers (Lekakou& Szendrői 2007, 2009, 2012) we have highlighted
a parallel between polydefinites and close appositives—a parallel also noted
by Stavrou (1995); Kolliakou (2004); Panagiotidis & Marinis (2011)—and have
proposed a unified account of both phenomena. Close appositives systemati-
cally pattern like polydefinites with respect to the properties identified in the
previous section. Consider the close appositive in (6) (from Stavrou 1995).

(6) a. o aetos to puli
the eagle the bird

b. to puli o aetos
the bird the eagle

‘the eagle that is a bird’

O aetos to puli is a possible close appositive in Modern Greek, in virtue of the
fact that in this language the word for ‘eagle’ is homophonous to the word for
‘kite’. Using a close appositive helps disambiguate the intended referent of o
aetos.6

Like polydefinites, close appositives in Modern Greek allow multiple deter-
miners (unlike close appositives in e.g. English). Note that here too this con-
cerns the morphosyntax and not the semantics: in (6) reference is made to
a unique entity that is a member of the intersection of two sets. A second
shared property, as shown in (6), is the ordering freedom: both possible orders
are allowed in close appositives inModern Greek. Moreover, like polydefinites,
close appositives involve a restrictive interpretation. Aswe saw in (6), onenom-
inal in the close appositive restricts the denotation of the other one. When
this is not possible, the close appositive is ill-formed. For instance, consider
the example in (7a) from Stavrou (1995), which involves a dialectal and the
standard Modern Greek word for the blueberry tree. It is impossible to form
a close appositive out of these two elements, because the two referents within
the whole appositive are identical. This makes it impossible for one subpart of
the appositive to restrict the other. The same effect can be observed, of course,
if the two items belong to the same dialectal variety, as in (7b):

6 For most speakers, polydefinites admit more than one adjective. Close appositives pattern
alike. For discussion of the iteration of the operation that we suggest derives both construc-
tions, see Lekakou & Szendrői (2012) (section 3.1 especially).
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(7) a. *i sikaminja i murja (Stavrou 1995)
the bluberry treedial the blueberry treestand

b. *i sikaminja i sikaminja
the bluberry treedial the blueberry treestand

Finally, close appositives are also only possible with the definite determiner, as
observed by Stavrou (1995):

(8) a. *enas aetos ena puli
one eagle one bird

b. *ena puli enas aetos
one bird one eagle

Summingup, it turns out that, as exotic as theymay seem fromacross-linguistic
perspective, polydefinites look much less alien from within Modern Greek:
close appositives share the core properties identified for polydefinites in the
previous section.

In the analysis of Lekakou & Szendrői (2012), definite determiners head DPs
and thus polydefinites and close appositives are complex DPs consisting of
multiple DPs. This is illustrated in (9) (to be revised in the next section).7 The
only way in which polydefinites differ from close appositives is that one of the
two DPs contains noun ellipsis.8

The operation that combines the two DPs is identification of R(eferential)-
roles. We follow the relevant literature in assuming that the R-role is the exter-
nal thematic role of nouns and the element that enables nominals to

some text moved to fill the page ok?
refer

(Williams 1981, Zwarts 1993, Baker 2003). We follow Higginbotham (1985), who
first discussed identification between thematic roles in the context of attribu-
tive modification, in assuming that the interpretation of thematic identi-

7 See Lekakou & Szendrői (2012) for discussion of the lack of evidence in favour of syntactic
asymmetry within the polydefinite, and for discussion of the lack of a unique head that
projects at the highest DP level in (9a) and (9b).

8 Noun ellipsis has several effects (e.g. ensuring that it is the ‘adjectival’ DP that is restrictive
on the other one), which we cannot go into here. Some of these effects have been taken,
erroneously in our view, to argue for a FocusPhrase inside the DP. See Lekakou & Szendrői
(2007, 2012), Szendrői (2010) for extensive discussion of this question from both a theoretical
and an empirical perspective.
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(9)

fication involving the R-role of nominals is tantamount to set intersection; this
seems reasonable, given that o aetos to puli is something that is both an eagle
and a bird. The operation of R-role identification is schematically illustrated in
(10):

(10)

The operation of R-role identification does not apply freely. It is restricted
by a ban against vacuous application (a ban which can be thought of as a
kind of economy principle): R-role identification applies only when its output
is not identical to (part of) its input. This derives the restrictive interpreta-
tion involved within the larger constituent (polydefinite/close appositive). For
detailed discussion of the operation and its restriction, see Lekakou& Szendrői
(2012).

3 Expletive Determiners in Modern Greek

3.1 Determiners in Polydefinites, Monadic Definites and Proper Names
In the previous sectionwe argued that polydefinites and close appositives alike
consist of DP subparts, and that between the two DP subparts set intersection
takes place. For this to be possible, it has to be the case that DPs denote sets
and not individuals (at least in Modern Greek). In other words, the determiner
heading each sister DP in polydefinites/close appositives has to be doing very
little semantic work, and in particular it has to not contribute an iota operator.
This is exactly what we think is going on in Modern Greek: the definite deter-
miner is expletive. This is a conclusion that is forced upon us independently
of the particular analysis that we are advocating, once we take a closer look at
the interpretation of the constructions at hand, and in particular of the definite
determiners within them.
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For concreteness, consider the following example of a polydefinite from
Kolliakou (2004). The example contains an exchange between two speakers,
one of whom has been considering several objects as Christmas presents for
common friends. Among the candidates are a silver pen, a golden pen, and
a golden bracelet. The final decisions have been made, and the following
dialogue ensues:

(11) a. Speaker A: Ti pires tu Janni ja ta christujena?
what took.2sg the Jannis.gen for the Christmas

‘What did you get Jannis for Christmas?’

b. Speaker B: (Tu pira) tin asimenia pena.
him.gen took.1sg the silver pen

‘(I got him) the silver pen.’

c. Speaker A: Ti pires tis Marias?
what took.2sg the Maria.gen

‘What did you get for Maria?’

d. Speaker B: (Tis pira) ti chrisi tin pena.
her.gen took.1sg the golden the pen

‘(I got her) the golden pen.’

What interests us is the polydefinite tin pena ti chrisi ‘the pen the golden’ in
(11d). The context is set up in such a way that there does not exist a unique pen,
but rather twopens. Thismeans that the definite determiner on thenoun in the
polydefinite in (11d) cannot be semantically contentful. In fact, given that the
adjective is always interpreted restrictively in the polydefinite construction, it
will always be the case that the noun-referent cannot be unique. So, at least one
determiner in the construction cannot be the one contributing semantic def-
initeness. What about the determiner on the adjective? The context contains
two golden entities. So it is not the case that the determiner on the adjective
is semantically real either.9 Since there is no unique pen in this context, nor is
there a unique golden entity, neither overt determiner can be responsible for
the semantic effect of uniqueness.

9 Since the noun in the polydefinite construction is not necessarily restrictive on a previously
mentioned noun, the polydefinite in (11d) would be felicitous even if the context included
only one golden entity.
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If none of the overtly realized determiners is semantically contentful, where
does definiteness reside in the polydefinite? We propose that semantic defi-
niteness is contributed by a phonologically null operator, which is hosted in
a projection above the big DP of polydefinites and close appositives. We dub
this projection DefP, standing for Definiteness Phrase. It is in Def that the iota
operator, taking properties and returning individuals, resides. Overtly realized
Dheadsmake no relevant semantic contribution; they simply encode the iden-
tity function (⟨T,T⟩). NP projections denote sets (type ⟨e,t⟩), as is standardly
assumed. Our proposal is illustrated in (12) (which is a revised version of (9)
above):10

(12)

The kind of approach to definiteness that we are pursuing here has been pro-
posed by Zeijlstra (2004) for negation in strict negative concord languages (like
Modern Greek), where multiple negative elements do not cancel each other
out but contribute a single semantic negation. For these languages, it is argued
by Zeijlstra that overtly negative elements are not semantically negative, but
they simply mark the presence of a covert semantic negator in the clause.

10 In line with its minimal semantic content, the definite determiner in Modern Greek can
co-occur with the numeral (sometimes considered, erroneously in our view, as the indefinite
determiner), as well as with other quantificational elements, such as ‘all’, ‘many’ and ‘few’.
The following examples illustrate this point. Example (i) is from Lekakou & Szendrői (2012),
example (ii) is a Modern Greek proverb:

(i) O enas drastis sinelifthi.
the one perpetrator arrested.nonact.3sg
‘One of the perpetrators was arrested.’

(ii) Ta pola loja ine ftoxia.
the many words are poverty
(lit.) ‘Too many words is poverty.’
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With this as the analysis of definite determiners in polydefinites, what can
be said for monadic definites? We see no reason not to assume that what we
have just argued to be the case in the polydefinite is generalized to themonadic
case. No instance of the definite determiner inModernGreekmakes a semantic
contribution of definiteness. The source of semantic definiteness is always a
phonologically null element scoping over DP. The picture that emerges for
monadic definites is given in (13):

(13)

Is there any independent evidence for D being semantically expletive in Mod-
ern Greek, and for the concomitant Def-D split? The answer is positive. Recall
that proper names in Modern Greek obligatorily require the definite deter-
miner. The determiner is morphologically identical to the one accompanying
common nouns (contrary to e.g. the Catalan preproprial determiner):

(14) *(O) Janis ine kathijitis.
the John is teacher
‘John is a teacher.’

In line with Kripke (1980) (and contra most recently Elbourne 2005 and Matu-
shansky 2009), we assume that proper names refer rigidly, and are thus of type
e. The determiner they combine with cannot be of type ⟨⟨e,t⟩,e⟩, as that would
lead to a type mismatch. We need a determiner that has very minimal seman-
tic content, which is what we postulate for the Modern Greek determiner in
general. Since the Modern Greek definite determiner evidently can be seman-
tically inert, given its co-occurrencewith proper names, it is best to assume that
it must be inert, i.e. that it is always inert, and that something else contributes
definiteness whenever that is the case.11 In terms of language acquisition, the
obligatory presence of articles on proper names is sufficient to trigger a split
Def-D structure in the language learners’ grammar.

11 For proper names, in other words, we do not assume that DefP is projected, since the
name is itself inherently definite. In this case, D marks the definiteness contributed by the
proper name. The Modern Greek definite determiner can thus combine with both predicate
nominals (i.e. common nouns) and with individual-denoting nominals (i.e. proper names).
This kind of flexibility is not unexpected, given the minimal semantics we assign to it.
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To summarize, in this section we have provided a proposal for the encoding
of definiteness in Modern Greek that is consonant with the semantics of poly-
definites, namely with set intersection taking place among DP categories and
with the fact that neither determiner is ‘real’ in the construction. We have pro-
posed that overt definite determiners inModernGreekdonot encode semantic
definiteness, but rather definiteness is due to the workings of a phonologically
null head.We take the obligatory presence of the definite determiner in proper
names as independent evidence for our proposal that the determiner is seman-
tically inert in Modern Greek. We extend our proposal to monadic definites,
which also employ a covert source of definiteness and a semantically exple-
tive D head. The three instances of the definite determiner—with monadic
definites, with polydefinites, and with proper names—are all given the same
treatment. This level of generality is not only desirable conceptually. It also
makes sense from an empirical, and in particular from a morphological point
of view: in all these guises, the determiner ismorphologically one and the same
creature.

In what follows, we present a particular syntactic implementation of this
approach todefiniteness, aswell asmore evidence in its favour, in termsofmore
constructions withmultiple determiners yet single referents. Before doing this,
however, it is worth contemplating what the alternative to the proposed view
of definiteness could be. It could be argued that something special is going on
with the D heads in polydefinites and close appositives (possibly, but not nec-
essarily linked to the obligatory presence of determiners with proper names),
but otherwise thedefinitedeterminer is generally semantically definite inMod-
ern Greek. In brief, Modern Greek determiners are lexically ambiguous. This
has been, implicitly or explicitly, the prevalent view in the literature on poly-
definites: for most, if not all, existing treatments of polydefinites, the idea has
been that one determiner is a (semantically real) D head, and the other is
either semantically expletive (as in, presumably, the analyses of Alexiadou &
Wilder 1998, Kariaeva 2004) or realizes a distinct syntactic head (as in the anal-
yses of Androutsopoulou 1995, Campos & Stavrou 2004, or Ioannidou & den
Dikken 2009). However, the distribution of the alleged two types of determiner
within the polydefinite construction, and also in monadic definites, has to be
stipulated and even so, it is unclear that the observed semantic effects can be
accounted for.12

12 To be fair, most existing analyses of polydefinites do not aim at providing a semantic treat-
ment of the determiners, but at capturing the properties of the construction. However,
explaining the multiplicity of determiners in polydefinites is obviously linked to the issue of
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Take for instance the analysis ofAlexiadouandWilder (1998),wherepolydef-
inites underlyingly involve a reduced relative clause. One determiner is exter-
nal to the relative clause structure, and an additional one is inside it, occupying
the subject position. This is shown in (15a). Predicate raising (which must be
obligatory, as (15a) reflects an ungrammatical base order) within the relative
clause delivers one order of the polydefinite, cf. (15b), and raising of the relative-
clause-subject to the edge of the outer DP delivers the other order, as shown in
(15c).

(15) a. [DP the D [CP [IP [DP the book] [AP red]]]]
b. [DP the D [CP [AP red] [IP [DP the book] tAP]]]

‘predicate raising’
c. [DP [DP the book] the D [CP [AP red] [IP tDP tAP]]]

DP-raising to SpecDP

Regarding the encoding of definiteness, it seems that what needs to be stip-
ulated is that the external D is the semantically real one and the internal
one is the expletive head. (This would perhaps be welcome on independent
grounds: it could be thought of as bringing the analysis more in line with
the original Kaynean analysis of relative clauses, which crucially featured NP
and not DP subjects inside the reduced relative clause.) This will work for
(15a) and (15b), but the scope of definiteness is not right in (15c), where the
external head is now situated too low. In sum, it is impossible for one and
the same D to be the ‘real’ one across (15).13 It seems that an additional head
is required, which scopes over the whole construction. In that case, all D
heads in (15) will be semantically expletive. This is exactly what we have pro-
posed.

The biggest shortcoming of the alternative view briefly considered here, that
the Modern Greek definite determiner is systematically ambiguous between

their semantic contribution. In other words, it is important to evaluate the different syntactic
claims made also from the perspective of the theory of definiteness.

13 The problem is aggravated in the case of polydefinites that involve more than one adjective,
with a concomitant increase in determiners; which of the two adjectival ones would be the
‘real’ one in e.g. (i), and why?

(i) to podilato to kokino to kenurjo
the bicycle the red the new
‘the new red bicycle’

add period?
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a semantically expletive and a semantically real one, is that the postulated
ambiguity receives no independent justification in the language. Given the
complete morphological overlap between the alleged two sets, it is hard to see
how a child may successfully acquire them. This, in our view, constitutes a real
challenge for an alternative to what we have been pursuing here.

3.2 An Implementation in Terms of Definiteness Agreement
Polydefinites and close appositives constitute one kind of construction where
the morphosyntax and the semantics of definiteness ostensibly part ways:14 if
we are right, the locus of semantic definiteness in these cases is in one place,
but its morphosyntactic reflexes are elsewhere. This is precisely because D in
Modern Greek does not host material that is semantically definite. In some
sense, in other words, we are dealing with definiteness agreement (cf. Kariaeva
2004). We can think of Def as hosting a [+interpretable, +def] feature, and as
agreeing with one or more D head, which realize(s) the feature combination
[–interpretable, +def]. We can formulate the following generalization as regu-
lating the distribution of these heads:

(16) Definiteness concord generalisation (DCG): In Def-D split languages,
any nominal element in the scope of a definite operator must be marked
for definiteness by the presence of the syntactic marker for definiteness,
D.

The generalisation is schematically represented as follows:

(17) *Def [D NP …
We replaced 4 dots by 3, OK?
*(D) NP]

This says that in Def-D split languages, the presence of D marks definiteness
and the absence of D marks lack of definiteness. So, the latter (i.e. absence of
D) is not possible in the scope ofDef. To give an example of how theDCGworks,
consider polydefinites.Here, the locus of semantic definiteness inDef takes two
nominals in its scope. Given the DCG in (16), both must bear a definite article.
So, all the nominal elements in a polydefinite must bemarked for definiteness,
i.e. bear a definite article.

In fact, the DCG applies in other structures as well. For instance, in pseu-
dopartitives (PsP), it has been independently acknowledged (see e.g. Alexi-

14 For monadic definites we have not included empirical, but only theoretical arguments in
favour of the same state of affairs holding.
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adou,Haegeman&Stavrou 2007) that there is a single referent. In PsP, themore
substantial nominal is sometimes the second noun (N2) (which delivers the
so-called quantity reading), while other times the real ‘head’ is the first noun
(N1) (which yields the so-called container reading). These two options are illus-
trated in (18) from English:

(18) a. The cup of sugarwas strewn onto the floor. (quantity reading)
b. The cup of sugar smashed on the floor. (container reading)

Regardless of whichN is themore substantial, the two nominals in a PsP do not
refer independently. Indeed, as expected if in languages like English or Dutch
the locus of semantic definiteness is the article itself, no article may occur on
N2 inside the construction. This is because the presence of the article would
turn NP2 into an independently referring nominal and the construction would
no longer be pseudo-partitive.

(19) a. the bottle of (*the/*my) wine
b. de vles

fles?
(*de) vijn

wijn?

If the DCG is correct, we expect determiner spreading to show up in pseudo-
partitives in Modern Greek. This is indeed the case as Alexiadou et al. (2007)
note:

(20) To bukali *(to) aroma epese ke espase. (container reading)
the bottle the perfume fell and broke
‘The bottle of perfume fell down and broke.’

(21) To bukali *(to) aroma xithike sto patoma. (quantity reading)
the bottle the perfume spilled on.the floor
‘The bottle of perfume spilled on the floor.’

We remain agnostic as towhat the internal structure of pseudo-partitives is (see
Alexiadou et al 2007 for extensive discussion of the options). What is crucial
for any syntactic analysis adopted is that it reflect that the whole construction
picks out a single referent. In our terms, this means that the construction is in
the scope of a single reference-assigning head, D in English, or Def in Modern
Greek.

As Alexiadou et al (op. cit.), further note, determiner spreading occurs in
other domains too, such as PP modifiers like (22)–(23) and even certain geni-
tives, (24)–(25).
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(22) O anthropos me *(ta) jalja bike sto katastima.
the person with the glasses entered in.the shop
‘The person with the glasses entered the shop.’

(23) Enas anthropos me (*ta) jalija bike sto katastima.
a person with the glasses entered in.the shop
‘A person with glasses entered the shop.’

(24) to sinolo *(ton) gramatikon katigorion
the set the.gen grammatical.gen categories.gen
‘the set of grammatical categories’

(25) ena sinolo (*ton) gramatikon katigorion
a set the.gen grammatical.gen categories.gen
‘a set of grammatical categories’

What unifies all these constructions, again, is that semantically there is a single
referent, althoughmorphosyntactically we havemultiple D’s.15 Our split Def-D
analysis, placing the locus of reference assignment in a position above D,
together with the DCG, account for all these cases. In all of these structures,
a single Def takes the whole construction in its scope (even if internally these
complexDPs that are complements toDef do not have identical structure—we
do not want to commit ourselves to a specific analysis of the constructions
above). This allows for an interpretation involving a single referent, and by the
DCG, will give rise to determiner spreading.16

15 The construction in (22)/(23) is the focus of Stavrou & Tsimpli (2009), who first make the
observation that agreement in terms of definiteness is required in this construction. These
authors also offer experimental support in favour of this generalization. However, they dis-
card the option that this kind of multiple definite marking is similar to that found in poly-
definites/close appositives, because in their view ta jalja ‘the glasses’ in example (22) above
introduces a discourse referent. We disagree with this, and followDanon (2008) instead, who
explicitly argues that glasses is a property-denoting noun in this case: the entire DP has a
single referent, the unique glasses-bearing individual. This aligns the construction with poly-
definites, close appositives and PsP’s, in terms of definiteness.

16 Our approach in terms of the DCG has as its starting point the account proposed by Danon
(2008), who proposed something similar on the basis of Hebrew data such as the following:

(i) a. ha-seret al *(ha-)milxama lo mat’im le-yeladim.
the-movie about the-war neg suitable to-children

‘The movie about a/the war is not suitable for children.’
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4 Apparent Challenges

There are two ways in which our proposal could be shown to be inadequate:
one would involve arguing that the definite determiner does, in general, make
the relevant semantic contribution (even though it doesn’t make it in poly-
definites). The other way would involve arguing that proper names should be
analysed differently and in particular more in line with definite descriptions;
this would undermine the rationale that proper names in Modern Greek can
provide independent evidence for the expletive nature of the determiner. We
discuss how each kind of counterargument could be constructed, and refuted,
in turn.

4.1 Joint and Split Readings under Coordination
Longobardi (1994) argued that the number of determiners in Italian equals the
number of referents in examples like (26a) and (26b), where subject agreement
on the verb tracks the number of referents. On the basis of examples such
as these, there seems to be a one-to-one correspondence between definite
determiners and referential expressions.

(26) a. La mia nuova efficiente segretaria e tua ottima collaboratrice
*stanno/sta
the my new efficient secretary and your excellent collaborator are/is
uscendo.
left
‘My new efficient secretary and your excellent collaborator has left.’

b. La mia nuova efficiente segretaria e la tua ottima collaboratrice
stanno/*sta
the my new efficient secretary and the your excellent collaborator
are/is uscendo.
left
‘My new efficient secretary and your excellent collaborator have left.’

b. seret al (ha-)milxama lo mat’im le-yeladim.
movie about the war neg suitable to-children

‘A movie about a/the war is not suitable for children.’

ModernGreekDPsdiffer in anumber of respects fromHebrewDPs (more limiteddistribution
of bare singulars in Modern Greek, lack of generic readings for bare singulars in Modern
Greek, etc). Moreover, there seem to exist some differences in the two paradigms of multiple
(in)definiteness, which we will not address here.
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Thepattern in (26)would receive a straightforward explanation if indeed the
D-head would be directly responsible for creating an e-type entity. However,
Heycock & Zamparelli (2005) have shown that the situation is more compli-
cated than this. Conjunction of nominal phrases allows in principle two dif-
ferent kinds of readings: a joint reading, where a unique (singular or plural)
individual instantiates different properties, and a split reading, wheremultiple
referents are being picked out.Many languages allow only a joint readingwhen
singular noun phrases are conjoined, but when conjunction operates on plu-
ral noun phrases split readings become possible, evenwith a single determiner
present. In terms of the split-joint distinction, therefore, (26a) involves a joint
reading and (26b) a (trivial) split reading. Italian allows a split readingwith plu-
rals, even if coordination takes place under a single determiner. An example of
this is given in (27), from Heycock & Zamparelli (op. cit., ex (38)).

(27) a. I {numerosi / pochi / venti} generali americani e diplomatici
yugoslavi
the numerous/few/twenty generals americans and the diplomats
Yugoslavian
alla conferenza concordavano su un solo punto.
at the conference agreed on a single point
‘The numerous/few/20 American generals and Yugoslavian
diplomats at the conference agreed on a single point.’

b. {Molti / Vari / Parecchi} amici di Carlo e parenti di Francesca
many / various / several friends of Carlo and relatives of Francesca
si incontrarono per la prima volta al matrimonio.
REFL met for the first time at the wedding
‘Many/various/several friends of Carlo and relatives of Francesca
met for the first time at the wedding.’

So, the number of determiners does not directly correlate with reference in the
noun phrases; this holds for a number of languages including Italian, French,
Spanish and German, at least for plurals. Some languages even allow split
readings for singular cases: English, Dutch, and Finnish are such languages.
So, cross-linguistically, it does not seem to be the case that the right way to
analyse the unavailability of split readings under the determiner to be due to
the unavailability of referring expressions under the determiner.

To account for the split and joint readings without postulating a cross-
linguistically lexically ambiguous coordinator, Heycock & Zamparelli (op. cit)
put forward an account, which is technically based on the idea that the coor-
dinator gives rise to set product. Without going into the technicalities of the
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proposal, the direct consequence of this account is that when the coordinator
applies to predicative categories, it willmimic the operation of set intersection.
So, joint readings arise. This is how we can account for examples like My [best
friend and colleague] is sitting next to the director. The coordinator applying to
the predicative nominals delivers (in a technically nontrivial way) a meaning
where the individual in questionmust have both the property of being a friend
and a colleague. In contrast, when the coordinator applies to (sets of) individ-
uals, it will create a set product based on the sets corresponding to the two
denotations of the conjuncts. Thus, split readings arise.

Let us now turn to the corresponding Modern Greek data. Adapting Lon-
gobardi’s (1994:620) Italian examples for Modern Greek, Alexiadou et al. (2007:
67–68) argue that the number of determiners equals the number of referents in
examples like (28a) and (28b). So, Modern Greek, like the Romance languages,
does not allow singular split readings under the definite article.

(28) a. Irthe/ *irthan o andiprosopos tis dikastikis arxis ke
came.3sg/ came.3pl the delegate the.gen court and

proedros tis eforeftikis epitropis.
chair the.gen elective committee

‘The representative of the court and chair of the elective committee has
arrived.’

b. Irthan/ *irthe o andiprosopos tis dikastikis arxis ke
came.3pl/ came.3sg the delegate the.gen court and

o proedros tis eforeftikis epitropis.
the chair the.gen elective committee

‘The representative of the court and the chair of the elective committee
have arrived.’

In our terms, (28a) involves co-ordination of NPs, i.e. below the Def-D struc-
ture, whereas (18b) involves co-ordination of two DefPs. It comes as no sur-
prise that the former involves a joint reading and the latter a split reading.
What is interesting about Modern Greek is that it seems to be quite unique
in completely disallowing split readings under the definite determiner, i.e. also
with co-ordination of plural nominals. This has been acknowledged (but not
accounted for) in the relevant literature (Heycock& Zamparelli 2005; King and
Dalrymple 2004). Example (29) illustrates this state of affairs.17

17 The examples in (29) can of course receive a (pragmatically unlikely) joint reading.
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(29) a. *i gates ke kotes
the-pl cats and chickens (Heycock & Zamparelli 2005: ex 116a)

b. *I fili ke exthri tu Jani simfonisan se ena simio.
the-pl friends and enemies the.gen John agreed.3pl on one point

In Modern Greek, split readings can only apply if coordination takes place at
the highest level, among DefPs. Lower in the structure, coordination leads to
joint readings. Recall that Heycock & Zamparelli proposed that coordination
is uniformly set product applying to sets of individuals. But when it applies
to predicative categories, it mimics set intersection. Recall also that on our
proposal, Modern Greek DPs do not denote individuals, but predicates. Indi-
viduals are only available if DefP is present. Thus, we predict that for split
readings to obtain, coordination should only apply to DefPs. This explains the
unavailability of split readings for plural noun phrases under a single deter-
miner, i.e. (29). Singular split readings, such as (28a) are also excluded in the
same way.18

So, on our proposal the lack of split readings in the case of plural defi-
nite coordination in Modern Greek is easily accommodated. This is important
because previous analyses have not been able to account for this (Heycock &
Zamparelli 2005; King & Dalrymple 2004). But, unfortunately, this cannot be
thewhole story. This is because even thoughGreekdoesnot allow split readings
under the definite determiner, it has been observed that it allows split readings
with what Heycock & Zamparelli (op. cit.) call vague adjectival numerals, i.e.
expressions like ‘several’, ‘(a) few’, some’,

non-matching quotation mark
etc. Compare the grammatical exam-

ples in (30), which contain such expressions, to the corresponding ungrammat-
ical ones with the definite determiner in (29).

(30) a. merikes gates ke kotes
some-pl cats and chickens

(adapted from Heycock and Zamparelli 2005: ex 116b)

b. Meriki fili ke exthri tu Jani simfonisan se ena simio.
some friends and enemies the.gen John agreed on one point

‘Some of John’s friends and enemies agreed on one thing.’

18 Onemay reasonably wonder whether co-ordination at the DP-level, below a single DefP pro-
jection, is possible, i.e. [DEFP Def [&P DP & DP]]. This would be similar to polydefinites/close
appositives, except for the presence of conjunction. The expected interpretation, given our
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Althoughwe do not have a full explanation, wewould like to suggest that the
key to understanding this data comes from understanding indefinites and in
particular bare nominals inModern Greek in general, which is currently amat-
ter of somecontroversy. According toAlexopoulou&Folli (2011),ModernGreek
bare nouns, singular and plural, are nominal arguments, albeit functionally
impoverished as compared to definite DPs: they are NumPs, and do not involve
a phonologically null (definite or indefinite) D head (see also Stavrou 2003 for
a similar analysis of partitives).19 However, the precise conditions that license
bare nouns (and especially bare singulars) in Modern Greek are very much
under investigation at themoment, as is the overall question ofwhether the rel-
evant data cannot be handled by semantic incorporation, along the lines of for
instance Espinal & McNally (2011), who have discussed bare singulars in Cata-
lan and Spanish. This question is addressed in Lazaridou-Chatzigoga (2011).20
If bare nouns in Modern Greek involve semantic (or pseudo-)incorporation,
they denote properties, and not individuals. In that case, something else, sit-
uated higher in the extended nominal structure, must be responsible for indi-
viduation. This is compatible with our analysis, which maintains a predicate
denotation of Modern Greek DPs. If, however, Num is responsible for individ-
uation in the nominal domain (and delivers argumenthood for bare nouns), as
argued by Alexopoulou & Folli, it can presumably also supply the plural indi-
viduals necessary for the split reading in examples like (19) and (20). However,
only (20),without aD layer, allows a split reading. Thus, it seems tous inevitable
that noun phrases involving vague numerals have a different syntax when they
occur bare than when they occur under a definite D. We leave an elaboration
of this issue for future research.

semantic treatment of DPs in Modern Greek as predicates, is a joint one. However, such
examples are not possible. Presumably, such a construction is blocked by the availability of
conjunction at the NP level, which produces the same effect. A similar filter is used in Hey-
cock & Zamparelli (2005: 244, ex 101) to account for the lack of a split reading of conjoined
singular nouns in Italian.

19 The claim advanced by Alexopoulou& Folli (op. cit.) is that D is not required to turn nominal
predicates into arguments/individuals in Greek, because in this language Number is doing
that work. Modern Greek is thus minimally different from Italian, in terms of the typology
proposed in Chierchia (1998): Greek Num is doing the work performed by Italian D.

20 See also Gehrke & Lekakou (2013) for an analysis of Modern Greek bare nouns in so-called
P-drop contexts (Ioannidou & den Dikken 2009, Terzi 2010) as involving incorporation.
On this analysis, at least some bare nouns in Modern Greek denote properties and not
individuals. The landscape of Modern Greek bare nouns appears thus to be mixed, and in
any event constitutes an area that has only recently started to be systematically explored.
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Wethus claim that inModernGreekdefinite nounphrases, coordination at a
level lower than Def would lead to set intersection. Only at the level that e-type
individuals are created, i.e. at the DefP-level, can we obtain a split reading by
set product. Hence the cross-linguistically unexpected unavailability of split
readings for plural coordinate noun phrases under a single determiner. In
addition, the syntax and semantics of indefinites must differ from that of
definites in ways that allow for the availability of split readings with indefinites
involving vague numerals.

4.2 The Denotation of Proper Names
Wehave been following the philosophical tradition that treats proper names as
e-type individuals. Thus, unlike commonnouns, proper names are not predica-
tive. The obligatory determiner on proper names is thus semantically vacuous.
It is a syntactically necessary marker without a type shifting function.

However, as Dora Alexopoulou (p.c.) brought to our attention Modern Greek
allows proper names in predicative positions. One such example is given in
(31). Here, the determiner must be absent:

(31) I Dora den ine Xristina, na vafi ke na stolizi
the Dora neg is Christina subj paint-3sg and subj decorate-3sg

pasxalina avga me tis ores.
easter eggs with the hours

‘Dora is not like Christina, to spend hours painting and decorating Easter
eggs.’

In fact, she gives the following minimal pairs. In (32a) Evropi ‘Europe’ is used
predicatively, while (32b) is an identificational copular sentence.

(32) a. I Galia den ine Evropi.
the France not is Europe

non-matching quotation mark
‘France is not (like) Europe.

b. I Galia den ine i Evropi.
the France not is the Europe

‘France is not (the sum of) Europe’.

As Alexopoulou points out, the predicative use of the proper name disallows
the presence of the article, while the identificational use requires it. Recall
that we assume that the denotation of proper names is type e. In the pred-
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icative use of proper names we propose that an operator is present, for con-
creteness, Partee’s (1986) IDENT, taking individuals (type e) and lifting them
to the singleton set containing them (type ⟨e,t⟩) or to the ‘property of being
that entity’ (Partee 1986: 122). Possibly, this type-shifter competes syntactically
with the definite determiner, i.e. is merged directly with the proper name NP,
whence the lack of the definite determiner in (32). The obtained interpre-
tation is the right one. In (32a) the meaning is that France is not Europe-
like.

It turns out that proper names with this x-like meaning seem to behave
syntactically like common nouns (see Marmaridou 1989 for this observation
and a similar analysis). They can appear under the indefinite article as in
(33a) and they can even become definite descriptions as in (33b). Crucially, the
meaning of o Iudas ‘the Judas’ in (33b) is ‘the unique individual in the context
that has Judas-like properties’, i.e. the traitor among us.

(33) a. O Nikos ine Iudas.
the Nikos is Judas

‘Nikos is a Judas/traitor.’

b. Irthe o Iudas tis pareas.
arrived-3sg the Judas the.gen company

‘The Judas of our company [the traitor among us] arrived.’

This,wepropose is derivedby applying theoperator IDENT to thepropername,
and then subsequently applying the Def operator:

(34) [DefP ø [DP the [øIDENT Judas]]] = the unique individual in the context
with Judas-like properties

This is not the only possible way to account for the data. Onemay go the oppo-
siteway and assume that the denotation of proper names is predicative and the
definite article is a type shifter that turns it into an e-type individual. So, (32a)
would simply be an example of a predicative use of the proper name, while
(32b) involves an e-type individual created by the iota operator associated with
the definite determiner. However, for such an analysis to take shape, we need
to look at specific proposals in the literature that advocate a predicative deno-
tation for proper names. One such proposal was put forward by Matushansky
(2009). The starting point of her analysis is the syntax and semantics of nam-
ing constructions. She notices that inmany languages naming predicates select
small clauses, where the name itself acts as the predicate of the small clause,
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while the named individual is the subject. Based on this she ascribes to the
proper name Alice of (35) the meaning in (36):21

(35) I baptized the girl Alice.

(36) [Alice] = λx ∈ De. λR⟨e, ⟨n, t⟩⟩. R (x) (/ælis/)
where n is a sort of the type e (a phonological string)

In this theory, proper names are two-place predicates, taking as arguments an
individual and a naming convention R (in (33) thematrix verb baptize specifies
the naming convention). It is easy to see that this analysis does not derive the
meaning of (32): the article-less proper name does not make reference to the
phonological form, but rather to the property of being Europe(-like). So, even in
a theory that treats proper names as predicates, the analysis of such examples
must involves an extra operator like IDENT.

Besides, there are discrepancies betweenproper names and commonnouns,
which are unexpected under the view of the former as definite descriptions.
In identificational copular constructions, coordination between two definite
descriptions involving common nouns is well-formed. So is coordination of
bare common nouns under a single definite article—the familiar joint
reading—, so long as the properties denoted by the common nouns are closely
associated with each other (e.g. friend and colleague; secretary and collabora-
tor; etc.), see (37b). At the same time, proper names can only be coordinated
high. This is illustrated by (38) where the context is that several aliases identify
the same spy, Spiros Alexiou.

(37) a. I Maria ine i gramateas ke i sinergatis mu.
the Maria is the secretary and the collaborator me-gen

‘Maria is my secretary and my collaborator.’

21 We find the proposed semantics correct for naming constructions. But we have doubts that
naming predicates would be the right source for the semantics of proper names in general. It
seems to us that naming constructions are special cases, where indeed the phonological form
of the name is salient. But outside presentational or naming contexts the phonological string
does not seem to be accessible. Compare:

(i) Zygismund took the parcel to the post office. #(Incidentally,) I LIKE names with three
syllables.

(ii)My new partner is called Zygismund. I LIKE names with three syllables.
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b. I Maria ine i gramateas ke sinergatis mu.
the Maria is the secretary and collaborator me-gen

‘Maria is my secretary and collaborator.’

(38) a. O Spiros Alexiou ine o Petros Dimitriou ke o
the Spiros Alexiou is the Petros Dimitrou and the

Alexis Nikolaou.
Alexis Nikol.

‘Spiros Alexiou is Petros Dimitriou and Alexis Nikolaou.’

b. *O Spiros Alexiou ine o Petros Dimitriou ke Alexis Nikolaou.
the Spiros Alexiou is the Petros Dimitriou and Alexis Nikolaou.

If proper names have the same denotation as common nouns, the discrepancy
between (37b) and (38b) needs to be explained.

5 Conclusion

Relying on our analysis of polydefinites as an instance of close apposition, we
have proposed that the Modern Greek determiner is semantically expletive in
the sense that it does not contribute an iota operator. This solution has the
advantage of treating definiteness in monadic and polydefinite constructions
in a uniformway, and of not relying on ad hoc lexical ambiguity for theModern
Greek definite determiner. After presenting our analysis of definiteness based
on our treatment of polydefinites, we widened the empirical coverage of our
proposal to includepseudo-partitives, PP-complements andagreeing genitives;
three constructions that share the characteristic of involving multiple nomi-
nal phrases corresponding to a single referent. Finally, we put our analysis of
definiteness in Modern Greek to the test by considering two potentially prob-
lematic data sets: one regarding thenatureof the linkbetween reference assign-
ment and the definite article (Longobardi 1994, Heycock & Zamparelli 2005);
the other concerning naming predicates (Matushansky 2009). We suggested
how the data can be handled while maintaining the approach to definiteness
in Modern Greek that we have pursued here.
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